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decrypt the data.
When public key cryptography is
used for encryption, any party
may use any other party's public
key to encrypt a message;
however, only the party with the
corresponding private key can
decrypt, and thus read, the
message.
Since secret key encryption is
typically much faster, it is
normally used for encrypting
larger amounts of data.
19.2.2 Integrity
In computer systems, it is not
always possible for humans to scan information to determine if data has been erased, added, or
modified. Even if scanning were possible, the individual may have no way of knowing what the
correct data should be. For example, "do" may be changed to "do not," or $1,000 may be
changed to $10,000. It is therefore desirable to have an automated means of detecting both
intentional and unintentional modifications of data.
While error detecting codes have long been used in communications protocols (e.g., parity bits),
these are more effective in detecting (and correcting) unintentional modifications. They can be
defeated by adversaries. Cryptography can effectively detect both intentional and unintentional
modification; however, cryptography does not protect files from being modified. Both secret key
and public key cryptography can be used to ensure integrity. Although newer public key methods
may offer more flexibility than the older secret key method, secret key integrity verification
systems have been successfully integrated into many applications.
When secret key cryptography is used, a message authentication code (MAC) is calculated from
and appended to the data. To verify that the data has not been modified at a later time, any party
with access to the correct secret key can recalculate the MAC. The new MAC is compared with
the original MAC, and if they are identical, the verifier has confidence that the data has not been
modified by an unauthorized party. FIPS 113, Computer Data Authentication, specifies a
standard technique for calculating a MAC for integrity verification.
Public key cryptography verifies integrity by using of public key signatures and secure hashes. A
secure hash algorithm is used to create a message digest. The message digest, called a hash, is a
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short form of the message that changes if the message is modified. The hash is then signed with a
private key. Anyone can recalculate the hash and use the corresponding public key to verify the
integrity of the message.136
19.2.3 Electronic Signatures
Today's computer systems store and process
increasing numbers of paper-based documents
What Is an Electronic Signature?
in electronic form. Having documents in
An electronic signature is a cryptographic
electronic form permits rapid processing and
mechanism that performs a similar function to a
transmission and improves overall efficiency.
written signature. It is used to verify the origin and
However, approval of a paper document has
contents of a message. For example, a recipient of
traditionally been indicated by a written
data (e.g., an e-mail message) can verify who
signed the data and that the data was not modified
signature. What is needed, therefore, is the
after being signed. This also means that the
electronic equivalent of a written signature
originator (e.g., sender of an e-mail message)
that can be recognized as having the same
cannot falsely deny having signed the data.
legal status as a written signature. In addition
to the integrity protections, discussed above,
cryptography can provide a means of linking a
document with a particular person, as is done with a written signature. Electronic signatures can
use either secret key or public key cryptography; however, public key methods are generally
easier to use.
Cryptographic signatures provide extremely strong proof that a message has not been altered and
was signed by a specific key.137 However, there are other mechanisms besides cryptographicbased electronic signatures that perform a similar function. These mechanisms provide some
assurance of the origin of a message, some verification of the message's integrity, or both.138

136

Sometimes a secure hash is used for integrity verification. However, this can be defeated if the hash is not
stored in a secure location, since it may be possible for someone to change the message and then replace the old
hash with a new one based on the modified message.
137

Electronic signatures rely on the secrecy of the keys and the link or binding between the owner of the key
and the key itself. If a key is compromised (by theft, coercion, or trickery), then the electronic originator of a
message may not be the same as the owner of the key. Although the binding of cryptographic keys to actual
people is a significant problem, it does not necessarily make electronic signatures less secure than written
signatures. Trickery and coercion are problems for written signatures as well. In addition, written signatures are
easily forged.
138

The strength of these mechanisms relative to electronic signatures varies depending on the specific
implementation; however, in general, electronic signatures are stronger and more flexible. These mechanisms
may be used in conjunction with electronic signatures or separately, depending upon the system's specific needs
and limitations.
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Examination of the transmission path of a message. When messages are sent across a
network, such as the Internet, the message source and the physical path of the message are
recorded as a part of the message. These can be examined electronically or manually to
help ascertain the origin of a message.
Use of a value-added network provider. If two or more parties are communicating via a
third party network, the network provider may be able to provide assurance that messages
originate from a given source and have not been modified.
Acknowledgment statements. The recipient of an electronic message may confirm the
message's origin and contents by sending back an acknowledgement statement.
Use of audit trails. Audit trails can track the sending of messages and their contents for
later reference.
Simply taking a digital picture of a written signature does not provide adequate security. Such a
digitized written signature could easily be copied from one electronic document to another with
no way to determine whether it is legitimate. Electronic signatures, on the other hand, are unique
to the message being signed and will not verify if they are copied to another document.
19.2.3.1 Secret Key Electronic Signatures
Systems incorporating message authentication
technology have been approved for use by the
An electronic signature can be implemented
federal government as a replacement for written
using secret key message authentication codes
signatures on electronic documents.
(MACs). For example, if two parties share a
secret key, and one party receives data with a
MAC that is correctly verified using the
shared key, that party may assume that the other party signed the data. This assumes, however,
that the two parties trust each other. Thus, through the use of a MAC, in addition to data
integrity, a form of electronic signature is obtained. Using additional controls, such as key
notarization and key attributes, it is possible to provide an electronic signature even if the two
parties do not trust each other.

19.2.3.2 Public Key Electronic Signatures
Another type of electronic signature called a digital signature is implemented using public key
cryptography. Data is electronically signed by applying the originator's private key to the data.
(The exact mathematical process for doing this is not important for this discussion.) To increase
the speed of the process, the private key is applied to a shorter form of the data, called a "hash" or
"message digest," rather than to the entire set of data. The resulting digital signature can be
stored or transmitted along with the data. The signature can be verified by any party using the
public key of the signer. This feature is very useful, for example, when distributing signed copies
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of virus-free software. Any recipient
can verify that the program remains
virus-free. If the signature verifies
properly, then the verifier has
confidence that the data was not
modified after being signed and that
the owner of the public key was the
signer.
NIST has published standards for a
digital signature and a secure hash for
use by the federal government in FIPS
186, Digital Signature Standard and
FIPS 180, Secure Hash Standard.
19.2.4 User Authentication
Cryptography can increase security in
user authentication techniques. As
discussed in Chapter 16, cryptography
is the basis for several advanced authentication methods. Instead of communicating passwords
over an open network, authentication can be performed by demonstrating knowledge of a
cryptographic key. Using these methods, a one-time password, which is not susceptible to
eavesdropping, can be used. User authentication can use either secret or public key cryptography.

19.3 Implementation Issues
This section explores several important issues that should be considered when using (e.g.,
designing, implementing, integrating) cryptography in a computer system.
19.3.1 Selecting Design and Implementation Standards
NIST and other organizations have developed numerous standards for designing, implementing,
and using cryptography and for integrating it
into automated systems. By using these
standards, organizations can reduce costs and
Applicable security standards provide a common
protect their investments in technology.
level of security and interoperability among users.
Standards provide solutions that have been
accepted by a wide community and that have
been reviewed by experts in relevant areas.
Standards help ensure interoperability among different vendors' equipment, thus allowing an
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organization to select from among various products in order to find cost-effective equipment.
Managers and users of computer systems will have to select among various standards when
deciding to use cryptography. Their selection should be based on cost-effectiveness analysis,
trends in the standard's acceptance, and interoperability requirements. In addition, each standard
should be carefully analyzed to determine if it is applicable to the organization and the desired
application. For example, the Data Encryption Standard and the Escrowed Encryption Standard
are both applicable to certain applications involving communications of data over commercial
modems. Some federal standards are mandatory for federal computer systems, including DES
(FIPS 46-2) and the DSS (FIPS 181).
19.3.2 Deciding on Hardware vs. Software Implementations
The trade-offs among security, cost, simplicity, efficiency, and ease of implementation need to be
studied by managers acquiring various security products meeting a standard. Cryptography can
be implemented in either hardware or software. Each has its related costs and benefits.
In general, software is less expensive and slower than hardware, although for large applications,
hardware may be less expensive. In addition, software may be less secure, since it is more easily
modified or bypassed than equivalent hardware products. Tamper resistance is usually considered
better in hardware.
In many cases, cryptography is implemented in a hardware device (e.g., electronic chip, ROMprotected processor) but is controlled by software. This software requires integrity protection to
ensure that the hardware device is provided with correct information (i.e., controls, data) and is
not bypassed. Thus, a hybrid solution is generally provided, even when the basic cryptography is
implemented in hardware. Effective security requires the correct management of the entire hybrid
solution.
19.3.3 Managing Keys
The proper management of cryptographic keys is essential to the effective use of cryptography for
security. Ultimately, the security of information protected by cryptography directly depends upon
the protection afforded to keys.
All keys need to be protected against modification, and secret keys and private keys need
protection against unauthorized disclosure. Key management involves the procedures and
protocols, both manual and automated, used throughout the entire life cycle of the keys. This
includes the generation, distribution, storage, entry, use, destruction, and archiving of
cryptographic keys.
With secret key cryptography, the secret key(s) should be securely distributed (i.e., safeguarded
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against unauthorized replacement, modification, and disclosure) to the parties wishing to
communicate. Depending upon the number and location of users, this task may not be trivial.
Automated techniques for generating and distributing cryptographic keys can ease overhead costs
of key management, but some resources have to be devoted to this task. FIPS 171, Key
Management Using ANSI X9.17, provides key management solutions for a variety of operational
environments.
Public key cryptography users also have to satisfy certain key management requirements. For
example, since a private-public key pair is associated with (i.e., generated or held by) a specific
user, it is necessary to bind the public part of the key pair to the user.139
In a small community of users, public keys and their "owners" can be strongly bound by simply
exchanging public keys (e.g., putting them on a CD-ROM or other media). However, conducting
electronic business on a larger scale, potentially involving geographically and organizationally
distributed users, necessitates a means for obtaining public keys electronically with a high degree
of confidence in their integrity and binding to individuals. The support for the binding between a
key and its owner is generally referred to as a public key infrastructure.
Users also need to be able enter the community of key holders, generate keys (or have them
generated on their behalf), disseminate public keys, revoke keys (in case, for example, of
compromise of the private key), and change keys. In addition, it may be necessary to build in
time/date stamping and to archive keys for verification of old signatures.
19.3.4 Security of Cryptographic Modules
Cryptography is typically implemented in a
module of software, firmware, hardware, or
some combination thereof. This module
contains the cryptographic algorithm(s),
certain control parameters, and temporary
storage facilities for the key(s) being used by
the algorithm(s). The proper functioning of
the cryptography requires the secure design,
implementation, and use of the cryptographic
module. This includes protecting the module
against tampering.

139

FIPS 140-1, Security Requirements for
Cryptographic Modules, specifies the physical and
logical security requirements for cryptographic
modules. The standard defines four security levels
for cryptographic modules, with each level
providing a significant increase in security over the
preceding level. The four levels allow for costeffective solutions that are appropriate for different
degrees of data sensitivity and different application
environments. The user can select the best module
for any given application or system, avoiding the
cost of unnecessary security features.

In some cases, the key may be bound to a position or an organization, rather than to an individual user.
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19.3.5 Applying Cryptography to Networks
The use of cryptography within networking applications often requires special considerations. In
these applications, the suitability of a cryptographic module may depend on its capability for
handling special requirements imposed by locally attached communications equipment or by the
network protocols and software.
Encrypted information, MACs, or digital signatures may require transparent communications
protocols or equipment to avoid being misinterpreted by the communications equipment or
software as control information. It may be necessary to format the encrypted information, MAC,
or digital signature to ensure that it does not confuse the communications equipment or software.
It is essential that cryptography satisfy the requirements imposed by the communications
equipment and does not interfere with the proper and efficient operation of the network.
Data is encrypted on a network using either link or end-to-end encryption. In general, link
encryption is performed by service providers, such as a data communications provider. Link
encryption encrypts all of the data along a communications path (e.g., a satellite link, telephone
circuit, or T1 line). Since link encryption also encrypts routing data, communications nodes need
to decrypt the data to continue routing. End-to-end encryption is generally performed by the enduser organization. Although data remains encrypted when being passed through a network,
routing information remains visible. It is possible to combine both types of encryption.
19.3.6 Complying with Export Rules
The U.S. Government controls the export of cryptographic implementations. The rules governing
export can be quite complex, since they consider multiple factors. In addition, cryptography is a
rapidly changing field, and rules may change from time to time. Questions concerning the export
of a particular implementation should be addressed to appropriate legal counsel.

19.4 Interdependencies
There are many interdependencies among cryptography and other security controls highlighted in
this handbook. Cryptography both depends on other security safeguards and assists in providing
them.
Physical Security. Physical protection of a cryptographic module is required to prevent or at
least detect physical replacement or modification of the cryptographic system and the keys
within it. In many environments (e.g., open offices, portable computers), the cryptographic
module itself has to provide the desired levels of physical security. In other environments (e.g.,
closed communications facilities, steel-encased Cash-Issuing Terminals), a cryptographic module
may be safely employed within a secured facility.
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User Authentication. Cryptography can be used both to protect passwords that are stored in
computer systems and to protect passwords that are communicated between computers.
Furthermore, cryptographic-based authentication techniques may be used in conjunction with, or
in place of, password-based techniques to provide stronger authentication of users.
Logical Access Control. In many cases, cryptographic software may be embedded within a host
system, and it may not be feasible to provide extensive physical protection to the host system. In
these cases, logical access control may provide a means of isolating the cryptographic software
from other parts of the host system and for protecting the cryptographic software from tampering
and the keys from replacement or disclosure. The use of such controls should provide the
equivalent of physical protection.
Audit Trails. Cryptography may play a useful role in audit trails. For example, audit records may
need to be signed. Cryptography may also be needed to protect audit records stored on computer
systems from disclosure or modification. Audit trails are also used to help support electronic
signatures.
Assurance. Assurance that a cryptographic module is properly and securely implemented is
essential to the effective use of cryptography. NIST maintains validation programs for several of
its standards for cryptography. Vendors can have their products validated for conformance to the
standard through a rigorous set of tests. Such
testing provides increased assurance that a
module meets stated standards, and system
NIST maintains validation programs for several of
designers, integrators, and users can have
its cryptographic standards.
greater confidence that validated products
conform to accepted standards.
A cryptographic system should be monitored and periodically audited to ensure that it is satisfying
its security objectives. All parameters associated with correct operation of the cryptographic
system should be reviewed, and operation of the system itself should be periodically tested and the
results audited. Certain information, such as secret keys or private keys in public key systems,
should not be subject to audit. However, nonsecret or nonprivate keys could be used in a
simulated audit procedure.

19.5 Cost Considerations
Using cryptography to protect information has both direct and indirect costs. Cost is determined
in part by product availability; a wide variety of products exist for implementing cryptography in
integrated circuits, add-on boards or adapters, and stand-alone units.
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19.5.1 Direct Costs
The direct costs of cryptography include:
Acquiring or implementing the cryptographic module and integrating it into the computer
system. The medium (i.e., hardware, software, firmware, or combination) and various
other issues such as level of security, logical and physical configuration, and special
processing requirements will have an impact on cost.
Managing the cryptography and, in particular, managing the cryptographic keys, which
includes key generation, distribution, archiving, and disposition, as well as security
measures to protect the keys, as appropriate.
19.5.2 Indirect Costs
The indirect costs of cryptography include:
A decrease in system or network performance, resulting from the additional overhead of
applying cryptographic protection to stored or communicated data.
Changes in the way users interact with the system, resulting from more stringent security
enforcement. However, cryptography can be made nearly transparent to the users so that
the impact is minimal.
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Chapter 20
ASSESSING AND MITIGATING THE RISKS
TO A HYPOTHETICAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
This chapter illustrates how a hypothetical government agency (HGA) deals with computer
security issues in its operating environment.140 It follows the evolution of HGA's initiation of an
assessment of the threats to its computer security system all the way through to HGA's
recommendations for mitigating those risks. In the real world, many solutions exist for computer
security problems. No single solution can solve similar security problems in all environments.
Likewise, the solutions presented in this example may not be appropriate for all environments.
This case study is provided for illustrative
purposes only, and should not be construed as
This example can be used to help understand how
security issues are examined, how some potential
guidance or specific recommendations to
solutions are analyzed, how their cost and benefits
solving specific security issues. Because a
are weighed, and ultimately how management
comprehensive example attempting to
accepts responsibility for risks.
illustrate all handbook topics would be
inordinately long, this example necessarily
simplifies the issues presented and omits many
details. For instance, to highlight the similarities and differences among controls in the different
processing environments, it addresses some of the major types of processing platforms linked
together in a distributed system: personal computers, local-area networks, wide-area networks,
and mainframes; it does not show how to secure these platforms.
This section also highlights the importance of management's acceptance of a particular level of
risk—this will, of course, vary from organization to organization. It is management's prerogative
to decide what level of risk is appropriate, given operating and budget environments and other
applicable factors.

20.1 Initiating the Risk Assessment
HGA has information systems that comprise and are intertwined with several different kinds of
assets valuable enough to merit protection. HGA's systems play a key role in transferring U.S.
Government funds to individuals in the form of paychecks; hence, financial resources are among
the assets associated with HGA's systems. The system components owned and operated by HGA

140

While this chapter draws upon many actual systems, details and characteristics were changed and merged.
Although the chapter is arranged around an agency, the case study could also apply to a large division or office
within an agency.
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are also assets, as are personnel information, contracting and procurement documents, draft
regulations, internal correspondence, and a variety of other day-to-day business documents,
memos, and reports. HGA's assets include intangible elements as well, such as reputation of the
agency and the confidence of its employees that personal information will be handled properly and
that the wages will be paid on time.
A recent change in the directorship of HGA has brought in a new management team. Among the
new Chief Information Officer's first actions was appointing a Computer Security Program
Manager who immediately initiated a comprehensive risk analysis to assess the soundness of
HGA's computer security program in protecting the agency's assets and its compliance with
federal directives. This analysis drew upon prior risk assessments, threat studies, and applicable
internal control reports. The Computer Security Program Manager also established a timetable
for periodic reassessments.
Since the wide-area network and mainframe used by HGA are owned and operated by other
organizations, they were not treated in the risk assessment as HGA's assets. And although HGA's
personnel, buildings, and facilities are essential assets, the Computer Security Program Manager
considered them to be outside the scope of the risk analysis.
After examining HGA's computer system, the risk assessment team identified specific threats to
HGA's assets, reviewed HGA's and national safeguards against those threats, identified the
vulnerabilities of those policies, and recommended specific actions for mitigating the remaining
risks to HGA's computer security. The following sections provide highlights from the risk
assessment. The assessment addressed many other issues at the programmatic and system levels.
However, this chapter focuses on security issues related to the time and attendance application.
(Other issues are discussed in Chapter 6.)

20.2 HGA's Computer System
HGA relies on the distributed computer systems and networks shown in Figure 20.1. They
consist of a collection of components, some of which are systems in their own right. Some belong
to HGA, but others are owned and operated by other organizations. This section describes these
components, their role in the overall distributed system architecture, and how they are used by
HGA.
20.2.1 System Architecture
Most of HGA's staff (a mix of clerical, technical, and managerial staff) are provided with personal
computers (PCs) located in their offices. Each PC includes hard-disk and floppy-disk drives.
The PCs are connected to a local area network (LAN) so that users can exchange and share
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information. The central component of the LAN is a LAN server, a more powerful computer that
acts as an intermediary between PCs on the network and provides a large volume of disk storage
for shared information, including shared application programs. The server provides logical access
controls on potentially sharable information via elementary access control lists. These access
controls can be used to limit user access to various files and programs stored on the server. Some
programs stored on the server can be retrieved via the LAN and executed on a PC; others can
only be executed on the server.
To initiate a session on the network or execute programs on the server, users at a PC must log
into the server and provide a user identifier and password known to the server. Then they may use
files to which they have access.
One of the applications supported by the server is electronic mail (e-mail), which can be used by
all PC users. Other programs that run on the server can only be executed by a limited set of PC
users.
Several printers, distributed throughout HGA's building complex, are connected to the LAN.
Users at PCs may direct printouts to whichever printer is most convenient for their use.
Since HGA must frequently communicate with industry, the LAN also provides a connection to
the Internet via a router. The router is a network interface device that translates between the
protocols and addresses associated with the LAN and the Internet. The router also performs
network packet filtering, a form of network access control, and has recently been configured to
disallow non–e-mail (e.g., file transfer, remote log-in) between LAN and Internet computers.
The LAN server also has connections to several other devices.
A modem pool is provided so that HGA's employees on travel can "dial up" via the
public switched (telephone) network and read or send e-mail. To initiate a dial-up
session, a user must successfully log in. During dial-up sessions, the LAN server
provides access only to e-mail facilities; no other functions can be invoked.
A special console is provided for the server administrators who configure the
server, establish and delete user accounts, and have other special privileges needed
for administrative and maintenance functions. These functions can only be invoked
from the administrator console; that is, they cannot be invoked from a PC on the
network or from a dial-up session.
A connection to a government agency X.25-based wide-area network (WAN) is
provided so that information can be transferred to or from other agency systems.
One of the other hosts on the WAN is a large multiagency mainframe system. This
mainframe is used to collect and process information from a large number of
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agencies while providing a range of access controls.
20.2.2 System Operational Authority/Ownership
The system components contained within the large dashed rectangle shown in Figure 20.1 are
managed and operated by an organization within HGA known as the Computer Operations Group
(COG). This group includes the PCs, LAN, server, console, printers, modem pool, and router.
The WAN is owned and operated by a large commercial telecommunications company that
provides WAN services under a government contract. The mainframe is owned and operated by a
federal agency that acts as a service provider for HGA and other agencies connected to the WAN.
20.2.3 System Applications
PCs on HGA's LAN are used for word processing, data manipulation, and other common
applications, including spreadsheet and project management tools. Many of these tasks are
concerned with data that are sensitive with respect to confidentiality or integrity. Some of these
documents and data also need to be available in a timely manner.
The mainframe also provides storage and retrieval services for other databases belonging to
individual agencies. For example, several agencies, including HGA, store their personnel
databases on the mainframe; these databases contain dates of service, leave balances, salary and
W-2 information, and so forth.
In addition to their time and attendance application, HGA's PCs and the LAN server are used to
manipulate other kinds of information that may be sensitive with respect to confidentiality or
integrity, including personnel-related correspondence and draft contracting documents.

20.3 Threats to HGA's Assets
Different assets of HGA are subject to different kinds of threats. Some threats are considered less
likely than others, and the potential impact of different threats may vary greatly. The likelihood of
threats is generally difficult to estimate accurately. Both HGA and the risk assessment's authors
have attempted to the extent possible to base these estimates on historical data, but have also tried
to anticipate new trends stimulated by emerging technologies (e.g., external networks).
20.3.1 Payroll Fraud
As for most large organizations that control financial assets, attempts at fraud and embezzlement
are likely to occur. Historically, attempts at payroll fraud have almost always come from within
HGA or the other agencies that operate systems on which HGA depends. Although HGA has
thwarted many of these attempts, and some have involved relatively small sums of money, it
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considers preventing financial fraud to be a critical computer security priority, particularly in light
of the potential financial losses and the risks of damage to its reputation with Congress, the
public, and other federal agencies.
Attempts to defraud HGA have included the following:
Submitting fraudulent time sheets for hours or days not worked, or for pay periods
following termination or transfer of employment. The former may take the form of
overreporting compensatory or overtime hours worked, or underreporting
vacation or sick leave taken. Alternatively, attempts have been made to modify
time sheet data after being entered and approved for submission to payroll.
Falsifying or modifying dates or data on which one's "years of service"
computations are based, thereby becoming eligible for retirement earlier than
allowed, or increasing one's pension amount.
Creating employee records and time sheets for fictitious personnel, and attempting
to obtain their paychecks, particularly after arranging for direct deposit.
20.3.2 Payroll Errors
Of greater likelihood, but of perhaps lesser potential impact on HGA, are errors in the entry of
time and attendance data; failure to enter information describing new employees, terminations,
and transfers in a timely manner; accidental corruption or loss of time and attendance data; or
errors in interagency coordination and processing of personnel transfers.
Errors of these kinds can cause financial difficulties for employees and accounting problems for
HGA. If an employee's vacation or sick leave balance became negative erroneously during the
last pay period of the year, the employee's last paycheck would be automatically reduced. An
individual who transfers between HGA and another agency may risk receiving duplicate
paychecks or no paychecks for the pay periods immediately following the transfer. Errors of this
sort that occur near the end of the year can lead to errors in W-2 forms and subsequent difficulties
with the tax collection agencies.
20.3.3 Interruption of Operations
HGA's building facilities and physical plant are several decades old and are frequently under repair
or renovation. As a result, power, air conditioning, and LAN or WAN connectivity for the server
are typically interrupted several times a year for periods of up to one work day. For example, on
several occasions, construction workers have inadvertently severed power or network cables.
Fires, floods, storms, and other natural disasters can also interrupt computer operations, as can
equipment malfunctions.
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Another threat of small likelihood, but significant potential impact, is that of a malicious or
disgruntled employee or outsider seeking to disrupt time-critical processing (e.g., payroll) by
deleting necessary inputs or system accounts, misconfiguring access controls, planting computer
viruses, or stealing or sabotaging computers or related equipment. Such interruptions, depending
upon when they occur, can prevent time and attendance data from getting processed and
transferred to the mainframe before the payroll processing deadline.
20.3.4 Disclosure or Brokerage of Information
Other kinds of threats may be stimulated by the growing market for information about an
organization's employees or internal activities. Individuals who have legitimate work-related
reasons for access to the master employee database may attempt to disclose such information to
other employees or contractors or to sell it to private investigators, employment recruiters, the
press, or other organizations. HGA considers such threats to be moderately likely and of low to
high potential impact, depending on the type of information involved.
20.3.5 Network-Related Threats
Most of the human threats of concern to HGA originate from insiders. Nevertheless, HGA also
recognizes the need to protect its assets from outsiders. Such attacks may serve many different
purposes and pose a broad spectrum of risks, including unauthorized disclosure or modification of
information, unauthorized use of services and assets, or unauthorized denial of services.
As shown in Figure 20.1, HGA's systems are connected to the three external networks: (1) the
Internet, (2) the Interagency WAN, and (3) the public-switched (telephone) network. Although
these networks are a source of security risks, connectivity with them is essential to HGA's mission
and to the productivity of its employees; connectivity cannot be terminated simply because of
security risks.
In each of the past few years before establishing its current set of network safeguards, HGA had
detected several attempts by outsiders to penetrate its systems. Most, but not all of these, have
come from the Internet, and those that succeeded did so by learning or guessing user account
passwords. In two cases, the attacker deleted or corrupted significant amounts of data, most of
which were later restored from backup files. In most cases, HGA could detect no ill effects of the
attack, but concluded that the attacker may have browsed through some files. HGA also
conceded that its systems did not have audit logging capabilities sufficient to track an attacker's
activities. Hence, for most of these attacks, HGA could not accurately gauge the extent of
penetration.
In one case, an attacker made use of a bug in an e-mail utility and succeeded in acquiring System
Administrator privileges on the server—a significant breach. HGA found no evidence that the
attacker attempted to exploit these privileges before being discovered two days later. When the
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attack was detected, COG immediately contacted the HGA's Incident Handling Team, and was
told that a bug fix had been distributed by the server vendor several months earlier. To its
embarrassment, COG discovered that it had already received the fix, which it then promptly
installed. It now believes that no subsequent attacks of the same nature have succeeded.
Although HGA has no evidence that it has been significantly harmed to date by attacks via
external networks, it believes that these attacks have great potential to inflict damage. HGA's
management considers itself lucky that such attacks have not harmed HGA's reputation and the
confidence of the citizens its serves. It also believes the likelihood of such attacks via external
networks will increase in the future.
20.3.6 Other Threats
HGA's systems also are exposed to several other threats that, for reasons of space, cannot be fully
enumerated here. Examples of threats and HGA's assessment of their probabilities and impacts
include those listed in Table 20.1.

20.4 Current Security Measures
HGA has numerous policies and procedures for protecting its assets against the above threats.
These are articulated in HGA's Computer Security Manual, which implements and synthesizes the
requirements of many federal directives, such as Appendix III to OMB Circular A-130, the
Computer Security Act of 1987, and the Privacy Act. The manual also includes policies for
automated financial systems, such as those based on OMB Circulars A-123 and A-127, as well as
the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act.
Several examples of those policies follow, as they apply generally to the use and administration of
HGA's computer system and specifically to security issues related to time and attendance, payroll,
and continuity of operations.
20.4.1 General Use and Administration of HGA's Computer System
HGA's Computer Operations Group (COG) is responsible for controlling, administering, and
maintaining the computer resources owned and operated by HGA. These functions are depicted
in Figure 20.1 enclosed in the large, dashed rectangle. Only individuals holding the job title
System Administrator are authorized to establish log-in IDs and passwords on multiuser HGA
systems (e.g., the LAN server). Only HGA's employees and contract personnel may use the
system, and only after receiving written authorization from the department supervisor (or, in the
case of contractors, the contracting officer) to whom these individuals report.
COG issues copies of all relevant security policies and procedures to new users. Before activating
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a system account for a new users, COG requires that they (1) attend a security awareness and
training course or complete an interactive computer-aided-instruction training session and (2) sign
an acknowledgment form indicating that they understand their security responsibilities.
Authorized users are assigned a secret log-in ID and password, which they must not share with
anyone else. They are expected to comply with all of HGA's password selection and security
procedures (e.g., periodically changing passwords). Users who fail to do so are subject to a range
of penalties.

Examples of Threats to HGA Systems
Potential Threat

Probability

Accidental Loss/Release of
Disclosure-Sensitive Information

Medium

Accidental Destruction of
Information

Impact
Low/Medium

High

Medium

Loss of Information due to
Virus Contamination

Medium

Medium

Misuse of
System Resources

Low

Low

Theft

High

Medium

Unauthorized Access to
Telecommunications Resources*

Medium

Medium

Natural Disaster
Low
High
____________
*
HGA operates a PBX system, which may be vulnerable to (1) hacker disruptions of PBX availability
and, consequently, agency operations, (2) unauthorized access to outgoing phone lines for long-distance
services, (3) unauthorized access to stored voice-mail messages, and (4) surreptitious access to otherwise
private conversations/data transmissions.

Table 20.1

Users creating data that are sensitive with respect to disclosure or modification are expected to
make effective use of the automated access control mechanisms available on HGA computers to
reduce the risk of exposure to unauthorized individuals. (Appropriate training and education are
in place to help users do this.) In general, access to disclosure-sensitive information is to be
granted only to individuals whose jobs require it.
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20.4.2 Protection Against Payroll Fraud and Errors: Time and Attendance Application
The time and attendance application plays a major role in protecting against payroll fraud and
errors. Since the time and attendance application is a component of a larger automated payroll
process, many of its functional and security requirements have been derived from both
governmentwide and HGA-specific policies related to payroll and leave. For example, HGA must
protect personal information in accordance with the Privacy Act. Depending on the specific type
of information, it should normally be viewable only by the individual concerned, the individual's
supervisors, and personnel and payroll department employees. Such information should also be
timely and accurate.
Each week, employees must sign and submit a time sheet that identifies the number of hours they
have worked and the amount of leave they have taken. The Time and Attendance Clerk enters the
data for a given group of employees and runs an application on the LAN server to verify the data's
validity and to ensure that only authorized users with access to the Time and Attendance Clerk's
functions can enter time and attendance data. The application performs these security checks by
using the LAN server's access control and identification and authentication (I&A) mechanisms.
The application compares the data with a limited database of employee information to detect
incorrect employee identifiers, implausible numbers of hours worked, and so forth. After
correcting any detected errors, the clerk runs another application that formats the time and
attendance data into a report, flagging exception/out-of-bound conditions (e.g., negative leave
balances).
Department supervisors are responsible for reviewing the correctness of the time sheets of the
employees under their supervision and indicating their approval by initialing the time sheets. If
they detect significant irregularities and indications of fraud in such data, they must report their
findings to the Payroll Office before submitting the time sheets for processing. In keeping with
the principle of separation of duty, all data on time sheets and corrections on the sheets that may
affect pay, leave, retirement, or other benefits of an individual must be reviewed for validity by at
least two authorized individuals (other than the affected individual).
Protection Against Unauthorized Execution
Only users with access to Time and Attendance Supervisor functions may approve and submit
time and attendance data — or subsequent corrections thereof — to the mainframe. Supervisors
may not approve their own time and attendance data.
Only the System Administrator has been granted access to assign a special access control privilege
to server programs. As a result, the server's operating system is designed to prevent a bogus time
and attendance application created by any other user from communicating with the WAN and,
hence, with the mainframe.
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The time and attendance application is supposed to be configured so that the clerk and supervisor
functions can only be carried out from specific PCs attached to the LAN and only during normal
working hours. Administrators are not authorized to exercise functions of the time and
attendance application apart from those concerned with configuring the accounts, passwords, and
access permissions for clerks and supervisors. Administrators are expressly prohibited by policy
from entering, modifying, or submitting time and attendance data via the time and attendance
application or other mechanisms.141
Protection against unauthorized execution of the time and attendance application depends on I&A
and access controls. While the time and attendance application is accessible from any PC, unlike
most programs run by PC users, it does not execute directly on the PC's processor. Instead, it
executes on the server, while the PC behaves as a terminal, relaying the user's keystrokes to the
server and displaying text and graphics sent from the server. The reason for this approach is that
common PC systems do not provide I&A and access controls and, therefore, cannot protect
against unauthorized time and attendance program execution. Any individual who has access to
the PC could run any program stored there.
Another possible approach is for the time and attendance program to perform I&A and access
control on its own by requesting and validating a password before beginning each time and
attendance session. This approach, however, can be defeated easily by a moderately skilled
programming attack, and was judged inadequate by HGA during the application's early design
phase.
Recall that the server is a more powerful computer equipped with a multiuser operating system
that includes password-based I&A and access controls. Designing the time and attendance
application program so that it executes on the server under the control of the server's operating
system provides a more effective safeguard against unauthorized execution than executing it on
the user's PC.
Protection Against Payroll Errors
The frequency of data entry errors is reduced by having Time and Attendance clerks enter each
time sheet into the time and attendance application twice. If the two copies are identical, both are
considered error free, and the record is accepted for subsequent review and approval by a
supervisor. If the copies are not identical, the discrepancies are displayed, and for each
discrepancy, the clerk determines which copy is correct. The clerk then incorporates the
corrections into one of the copies, which is then accepted for further processing. If the clerk

141

Technically, Systems Administrators may still have the ability to do so. This highlights the importance of
adequate managerial reviews, auditing, and personnel background checks.
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makes the same data-entry error twice, then the two copies will match, and one will be accepted
as correct, even though it is erroneous. To reduce this risk, the time and attendance application
could be configured to require that the two copies be entered by different clerks.
In addition, each department has one or more Time and Attendance Supervisors who are
authorized to review these reports for accuracy and to approve them by running another server
program that is part of the time and attendance application. The data are then subjected to a
collection of "sanity checks" to detect entries whose values are outside expected ranges. Potential
anomalies are displayed to the supervisor prior to allowing approval; if errors are identified, the
data are returned to a clerk for additional examination and corrections.
When a supervisor approves the time and attendance data, this application logs into the
interagency mainframe via the WAN and transfers the data to a payroll database on the
mainframe. The mainframe later prints paychecks or, using a pool of modems that can send data
over phone lines, it may transfer the funds electronically into employee-designated bank accounts.
Withheld taxes and contributions are also transferred electronically in this manner.
The Director of Personnel is responsible for ensuring that forms describing significant
payroll-related personnel actions are provided to the Payroll Office at least one week before the
payroll processing date for the first affected pay period. These actions include hiring,
terminations, transfers, leaves of absences and returns from such, and pay raises.
The Manager of the Payroll Office is responsible for establishing and maintaining controls
adequate to ensure that the amounts of pay, leave, and other benefits reported on pay stubs and
recorded in permanent records and those distributed electronically are accurate and consistent
with time and attendance data and with other information provided by the Personnel Department.
In particular, paychecks must never be provided to anyone who is not a bona fide, active-status
employee of HGA. Moreover, the pay of any employee who terminates employment, who
transfers, or who goes on leave without pay must be suspended as of the effective date of such
action; that is, extra paychecks or excess pay must not be dispersed.
Protection Against Accidental Corruption or Loss of Payroll Data
The same mechanisms used to protect against fraudulent modification are used to protect against
accidental corruption of time and attendance data — namely, the access-control features of the
server and mainframe operating systems.
COG's nightly backups of the server's disks protect against loss of time and attendance data. To a
limited extent, HGA also relies on mainframe administrative personnel to back up time and
attendance data stored on the mainframe, even though HGA has no direct control over these
individuals. As additional protection against loss of data at the mainframe, HGA retains copies of
all time and attendance data on line on the server for at least one year, at which time the data are
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archived and kept for three years. The server's access controls for the on-line files are
automatically set to read-only access by the time and attendance application at the time of
submission to the mainframe. The integrity of time and attendance data will be protected by
digital signatures as they are implemented.
The WAN's communications protocols also protect against loss of data during transmission from
the server to the mainframe (e.g., error checking). In addition, the mainframe payroll application
includes a program that is automatically run 24 hours before paychecks and pay stubs are printed.
This program produces a report identifying agencies from whom time and attendance data for the
current pay period were expected but not received. Payroll department staff are responsible for
reviewing the reports and immediately notifying agencies that need to submit or resubmit time and
attendance data. If time and attendance input or other related information is not available on a
timely basis, pay, leave, and other benefits are temporarily calculated based on information
estimated from prior pay periods.
20.4.3 Protection Against Interruption of Operations
HGA's policies regarding continuity of operations are derived from requirements stated in OMB
Circular A-130. HGA requires various organizations within it to develop contingency plans, test
them annually, and establish appropriate administrative and operational procedures for supporting
them. The plans must identify the facilities, equipment, supplies, procedures, and personnel
needed to ensure reasonable continuity of operations under a broad range of adverse
circumstances.
COG Contingency Planning
COG is responsible for developing and maintaining a contingency plan that sets forth the
procedures and facilities to be used when physical plant failures, natural disasters, or major
equipment malfunctions occur sufficient to disrupt the normal use of HGA's PCs, LAN, server,
router, printers, and other associated equipment.
The plan prioritizes applications that rely on these resources, indicating those that should be
suspended if available automated functions or capacities are temporarily degraded. COG
personnel have identified system software and hardware components that are compatible with
those used by two nearby agencies. HGA has signed an agreement with those agencies, whereby
they have committed to reserving spare computational and storage capacities sufficient to support
HGA's system-based operations for a few days during an emergency.
No communication devices or network interfaces may be connected to HGA's systems without
written approval of the COG Manager. The COG staff is responsible for installing all known
security-related software patches in a timely manner and for maintaining spare or redundant PCs,
servers, storage devices, and LAN interfaces to ensure that at least 100 people can simultaneously
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perform word processing tasks at all times.
To protect against accidental corruption or loss of data, COG personnel back up the LAN server's
disks onto magnetic tape every night and transport the tapes weekly to a sister agency for storage.
HGA's policies also stipulate that all PC users are responsible for backing up weekly any
significant data stored on their PC's local hard disks. For the past several years, COG has issued a
yearly memorandum reminding PC users of this responsibility. COG also strongly encourages
them to store significant data on the LAN server instead of on their PC's hard disk so that such
data will be backed up automatically during COG's LAN server backups.
To prevent more limited computer equipment malfunctions from interrupting routine business
operations, COG maintains an inventory of approximately ten fully equipped spare PC's, a spare
LAN server, and several spare disk drives for the server. COG also keeps thousands of feet of
LAN cable on hand. If a segment of the LAN cable that runs through the ceilings and walls of
HGA's buildings fails or is accidentally severed, COG technicians will run temporary LAN cabling
along the floors of hallways and offices, typically restoring service within a few hours for as long
as needed until the cable failure is located and repaired.
To protect against PC virus contamination, HGA authorizes only System Administrators
approved by the COG Manager to install licensed, copyrighted PC software packages that appear
on the COG-approved list. PC software applications are generally installed only on the server.
(These stipulations are part of an HGA assurance strategy that relies on the quality of the
engineering practices of vendors to provide software that is adequately robust and trustworthy.)
Only the COG Manager is authorized to add packages to the approved list. COG procedures also
stipulate that every month System Administrators should run virus-detection and other
security-configuration validation utilities on the server and, on a spot-check basis, on a number of
PCs. If they find a virus, they must immediately notify the agency team that handles computer
security incidents.
COG is also responsible for reviewing audit logs generated by the server, identifying audit records
indicative of security violations, and reporting such indications to the Incident-Handling Team.
The COG Manager assigns these duties to specific members of the staff and ensures that they are
implemented as intended.
The COG Manager is responsible for assessing adverse circumstances and for providing
recommendations to HGA's Director. Based on these and other sources of input, the Director
will determine whether the circumstances are dire enough to merit activating various sets of
procedures called for in the contingency plan.
Division Contingency Planning
HGA's divisions also must develop and maintain their own contingency plans. The plans must
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identify critical business functions, the system resources and applications on which they depend,
and the maximum acceptable periods of interruption that these functions can tolerate without
significant reduction in HGA's ability to fulfill its mission. The head of each division is responsible
for ensuring that the division's contingency plan and associated support activities are adequate.
For each major application used by multiple divisions, a chief of a single division must be
designated as the application owner. The designated official (supported by his or her staff) is
responsible for addressing that application in the contingency plan and for coordinating with other
divisions that use the application.
If a division relies exclusively on computer resources maintained by COG (e.g., the LAN), it need
not duplicate COG's contingency plan, but is responsible for reviewing the adequacy of that plan.
If COG's plan does not adequately address the division's needs, the division must communicate its
concerns to the COG Director. In either situation, the division must make known the criticality of
its applications to the COG. If the division relies on computer resources or services that are not
provided by COG, the division is responsible for (1) developing its own contingency plan or (2)
ensuring that the contingency plans of other organizations (e.g., the WAN service provider)
provide adequate protection against service disruptions.
20.4.4 Protection Against Disclosure or Brokerage of Information
HGA's protection against information disclosure is based on a need-to-know policy and on
personnel hiring and screening practices. The need-to-know policy states that time and
attendance information should be made accessible only to HGA employees and contractors whose
assigned professional responsibilities require it. Such information must be protected against
access from all other individuals, including other HGA employees. Appropriate hiring and
screening practices can lessen the risk that an untrustworthy individual will be assigned such
responsibilities.
The need-to-know policy is supported by a collection of physical, procedural, and automated
safeguards, including the following:
Time and attendance paper documents are must be stored securely when not in
use, particularly during evenings and on weekends. Approved storage containers
include locked file cabinets and desk drawers—to which only the owner has the
keys. While storage in a container is preferable, it is also permissible to leave time
and attendance documents on top of a desk or other exposed surface in a locked
office (with the realization that the guard force has keys to the office). (This is a
judgment left to local discretion.) Similar rules apply to disclosure-sensitive
information stored on floppy disks and other removable magnetic media.
Every HGA PC is equipped with a key lock that, when locked, disables the PC.
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When information is stored on a PC's local hard disk, the user to whom that PC
was assigned is expected to (1) lock the PC at the conclusion of each work day
and (2) lock the office in which the PC is located.
The LAN server operating system's access controls provide extensive features for
controlling access to files. These include group-oriented controls that allow teams
of users to be assigned to named groups by the System Administrator. Group
members are then allowed access to sensitive files not accessible to nonmembers.
Each user can be assigned to several groups according to need to know. (The
reliable functioning of these controls is assumed, perhaps incorrectly, by HGA.)
All PC users undergo security awareness training when first provided accounts on
the LAN server. Among other things, the training stresses the necessity of
protecting passwords. It also instructs users to log off the server before going
home at night or before leaving the PC unattended for periods exceeding an hour.
20.4.5 Protection Against Network-Related Threats
HGA's current set of external network safeguards has only been in place for a few months. The
basic approach is to tightly restrict the kinds of external network interactions that can occur by
funneling all traffic to and from external networks through two interfaces that filter out
unauthorized kinds of interactions. As indicated in Figure 20.1, the two interfaces are the
network router and the LAN server. The only kinds of interactions that these interfaces allow are
(1) e-mail and (2) data transfers from the server to the mainframe controlled by a few special
applications (e.g., the time and attendance application).
Figure 20.1 shows that the network router is the only direct interface between the LAN and the
Internet. The router is a dedicated special-purpose computer that translates between the
protocols and addresses associated with the LAN and the Internet. Internet protocols, unlike
those used on the WAN, specify that packets of information coming from or going to the Internet
must carry an indicator of the kind of service that is being requested or used to process the
information. This makes it possible for the router to distinguish e-mail packets from other kinds
of packets—for example, those associated with a remote log-in request.142 The router has been
configured by COG to discard all packets coming from or going to the Internet, except those
associated with e-mail. COG personnel believe that the router effectively eliminates
Internet-based attacks on HGA user accounts because it disallows all remote log-in sessions, even
those accompanied by a legitimate password.

142

Although not discussed in this example, recognize that technical "spoofing" can occur.
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